The best of Samsung, packaged for business.
Galaxy Enterprise Edition is a complete suite
of mobile technology and services designed
to give you more — more choice, more control
and more protection.

Knox Configure
Configure your mobile
fleet straight out
of the box.

E-FOTA on MDM

It’s now easier to configure, update, deploy and
run mobile technology across your organisation
at scale — helping to ensure your people are always
securely connected with reliable technology that
keeps your teams working.

Extended
Product Lifecycle
Maintain a consistent fleet
of Samsung devices.

3 Year
Enhanced Support

Easily manage and
schedule updates across
your Samsung fleet.

Enhanced support to
keep you going, includes
next business-day.1

4 Year Security and
Maintenance Releases

Galaxy Enterprise
Edition devices

Stay ahead of
security threats.

A range of devices to equip
your employees with
the technology they
need for work.

Knox Configure
Make configuring and
deploying your fleet of mobile
devices quicker and simpler.
With Knox Configure, you get
more control over settings,
restrictions, apps and other
mobile content — allowing you
to setup and switch specific user
group configurations without
even opening the box. All this
means your workforce can
be up and running as soon
as they turn on their devices,
wherever they are.

E-FOTA on MDM
Samsung Enterprise Firmware
Over-The-Air on MDM (E-FOTA
on MDM) is a tool that enables
you to remotely update the
firmware across your entire
Samsung fleet via your
MDM — ensuring everyone is
on the same version. It lets
you test version updates and
new apps to ensure stability,
reliability and in-house
capabilities before rolling
them out. You can even
set updates to happen
automatically, or schedule
them for whenever best
suits your business.

4 Year Security and
Maintenance Release

3 Year Enhanced Support

Keep your business protected
from mobile security threats.
With Galaxy Enterprise Edition,
you get 4 years of firmware
updates either monthly or
quartely3, so you can be sure
all of your mobile devices
are up to date with the latest
Android and Samsung security
and maintenance patches.
This helps protect your fleet
of Samsung devices against
malware, phishing or any
software malfunction that
might pose a threat
to your business.

Keep your business running with
extra support for your devices.
Galaxy Enterprise Edition gives
you 3 years of enhanced
service support, ensuring your
mobile technology continues
to perform. Our dedicated
UK-based Business Services
Centre can provide technical
support and advice when
required. And should any of
your devices need replacing,
we offer a next business-day
replacement service.1

Extended Product Lifecycle
Ensure consistency across
your fleet of Samsung devices.
All Galaxy Enterprise Edition
phones come with an extended
product lifecycle, ensuring
they’re available longer than
standard devices.2 This brings
greater continuity to your
mobile fleet.

Galaxy XCover 4s

Galaxy A40

Galaxy S10e

Galaxy S10

Galaxy Note9

The rugged
business phone

Hardworking
phone for
day-to-day
tasks

Designed to
perform and
make your
work day
run smoothly

The powerful,
long lasting
phone with
Infinity-O Display

Powering
productivity
with the
intelligent S Pen

Doorstep exchange with Samsung gold stock.
4 years from first global market launch. S Series and Note Series updates are available monthly for the first 3 years, then quarterly for the final year.
A Series and XCover 4s updates are available quarterly.
3
Devices will remain on sale for a defined period of time after first global market release. The defined period will differ according to each specific device.
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